Effect of Dynamic Loads on Tall RCC Chimneys of Different Heights With Elliptical And Circular Cross Sections
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Abstract: Tall RC chimneys form an important component of major industries and power plants. Since pollution control standards are getting stringent every passing day, the mandatory height requirements of chimneys are increasing. Such increased heights pose structural challenges for designing against dynamic loads such as wind gust and seismic forces. Arriving at an economic and efficient structural profile is one of the important aspects of the analysis and design of tall chimneys. Most of the chimneys constructed in industry are of circular cross section. With increase in heights, chimneys become more vulnerable to dynamic loads. In order to combat these loads and design an economical and efficient structural solution needs to be evolved. Elliptical cross-section provides one such possible alternate solution. Therefore evaluating the behavior of chimneys of varying heights with elliptical cross-section and comparing the same with that of circular cross-section assume significance. Chimneys with circular and elliptical cross sections of five different heights viz. 275m, 300m, 325m, 350m and 400m with two different profiles in elevation – one tapering from bottom to top and the other tapering from bottom to 2/3 H and straight afterwards - have been analyzed for seismic and vortex shedding effects caused by wind forces; further, analyses have been carried out for three R/t ratios – 15, 20 and 25. In total 120 models have been analyzed 60 for seismic forces and 60 for vortex shedding effects. Analytical results in terms of stresses induced on the structure, earthquake base shear, joint acceleration, joint displacements and vortex shedding base shear are evaluated. Maximum values of seismic forces induced base shear is only 1% of the self-weight of the structure for all heights. It is interesting to note that chimneys with elliptical cross section experience less accelerations compared to that with circular cross section. Circular chimneys undergo higher displacement than the elliptical chimneys which is attributed to the higher accelerations they are subjected to by seismic forces. As the height of the chimneys is increased vortex shedding phenomenon induces increased forces compared to that due to earthquakes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Man has always been in search of an effective system to dispose off undesirable gaseous products of combustion which leads to the emergence of chimneys. A chimney is a system for venting hot flue gases or smoke from a boiler or furnace to the outside atmosphere. They are typically almost vertical to ensure that the hot gases flow smoothly, drawing air into the combustion through the chimney effect. Chimneys are tall to increase their draw of air for combustion and to disperse the pollutants in flue gases over a greater area in order to reduce the pollutant concentrations in compliance with regulatory limits. Chimneys with height exceeding 150 m are considered as tall chimneys. A modern industrial chimney consists of a concrete windshield with a number of steel stacks on the inside. Wind is essentially the large scale movement of free air due to thermal currents. It plays an important role in chimney design because of its capacity to transport and disperse pollutants and also because it exerts static and dynamic loads whose effects on a slender structure, such as a chimney, are significant. Tall RCC chimneys undergo severe dynamic loading due to wind gust as well as seismic forces. The aerodynamic profiles of chimneys attract vortex shedding leading to lateral vibrations. MS Excel spread sheets are generated to calculate the wind loads and the vortex shedding at different locations in the chimney.

A. Objective

The objective of this project is to evaluate and compare the behaviors of tall RCC chimneys of circular and elliptical cross-sections and of varying heights subjected to dynamic loads including the vortex shedding effects. In order to combat these loads and design an economical and efficient structural solution needs to be evolved. Elliptical cross-section provides one such possible alternate solution.

B. Scope

1. Analysis of tall RCC chimney of height 275 to 400m.
2. Circular and elliptical cross-sections are considered and 12 models are made in each cross-section by varying the $\frac{R}{e}$ ratio and the profile at various heights.

3. Prismatic and non-prismatic profiles along the height are included in the analysis.

4. Seismic forces as dictated by IS: 1893-2002 response spectrum are imposed on the structure and dynamic effect of wind including that of vortex shedding is studied.

5. Key output parameters like base shear, joint acceleration and joint displacements are studied.

6. Efficient and economical alternative between chimneys of circular and elliptical cross-sections is arrived at.

II. MODELLING

The chimneys designed in this project are of five different heights. They are 275m, 300m, 325m, 350m and 400m. The heights are considered according to data acquired from Neyveli Lignite Corporation (NLC). The normal height adopted for chimney in India is 275m. But thinking of stringent environmental constraints in future this height may not be sufficient for disposing the gaseous products as it will pose a serious threat causing air pollution. So increasing the height of the chimney would be a better idea to meet out the environmental challenges.

Considering chimney as a thin shell structure, varying the $\frac{R}{e}$ ratio for three different values such as 15, 20 and 25 the chimneys are modeled. The cross-section of the chimney used is circular and elliptical. Two variations are shown in the profile of both the cross-sections such as

- Tapering from the bottom and becomes uniform at a height of one-third from the top of the structure considering it as a critical section.
- Uniformly tapering from bottom to the top of the structure.

According to NLC the shell thickness also varies from bottom to top of the structure. The minimum shell thickness at the top of the structure is taken as 0.35 to 0.4m. The bottom shell thickness can be taken as per code design requirements. Totally in this project 60 models are created for both circular and elliptical chimneys of 30 each. For $\frac{R}{e} = 15$, 20 and 25 totally 60 models are created for all the five different heights and two different profile variations of 20 models each. The details of the models are summarized in Table 1.

III. SEISMIC ANALYSIS AND DESIGN

The analysis for the earthquake forces are done by response spectrum method. It includes arriving of thickness and the diameter of the chimney by optimizing the stresses to be within that specified for M35 grade concrete for seismic forces. The stresses in the compression for both earthquake and the self-weight of chimney are in the range of 3.4 to 4.03N/mm$^2$ for 275m, 3.79 to 3.91N/mm$^2$ for 300m, 3.42 to 4.38N/mm$^2$ for 325m, 3.8 to 3.95 N/mm$^2$ for 350m and 3.7 to 4.94N/mm$^2$ for 400m height chimneys of both circular and elliptical sections. The stress optimization graph is plotted for all the five heights and shown in Figure 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Height (m)</th>
<th>Circular cross section</th>
<th>Elliptical cross section</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model name</td>
<td>$t_a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>275</td>
<td>M1C</td>
<td>UT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M2C</td>
<td>TS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>M1C</td>
<td>UT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M2C</td>
<td>TS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>M1C</td>
<td>UT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M2C</td>
<td>TS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>M1C</td>
<td>UT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M2C</td>
<td>TS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

UT - Uniformly tapering cross section from bottom to top
TS - Tapering in cross section from bottom to $\frac{1}{3}$H and from $\frac{2}{3}$H to top (H is height of the chimney)
M1 and M2C denotes UT and TS respectively
E1 and E2 indicates minor and major axes for elliptical cross section

Fig. 1 Stress optimization graph.

A. Analysis for Vortex Shedding

This phenomenon creates cross-wind dynamic forces which can lead to transverse vibrations. The frequency at which the vortex shedding takes place is determined by Strouhal number and it is shown below.
\[
\bar{U}_c = \frac{n_i D_{co}}{St}
\]  
(1)

where \(St\) is Strouhal number, \(\bar{U}_c\) is the critical wind velocity which can generate vortex shedding, \(n_i\) is the fundamental frequency of the structure and \(D_{co}\) is the diameter of the structure at one third height from top. Using Strouhal number here and introducing an equation,

\[
q_i = \frac{\rho_a}{16 \pi^2 (St)^2} \frac{0.6 \sqrt{C_L^*}}{\beta} D_{co}^2 \int_0^H \int_0^H \frac{D_z \varphi_{zi} \cdot dz}{m \varphi_{zi}^2 \cdot dz}
\]  
(2)

where \(\rho_a\) = air density, \(\beta\) = damping factor 0.05 and \(\varphi_{zi}\) = mode shape value. The transverse modal force due to the vortex-induced excitation at each mass level can be obtained by the formula

Vortex-induced excitation force = \(M_r \cdot \varphi_r \cdot \omega_i^2 \cdot q_i\)  
(3)

**IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

The base shear is computed and expressed as a percentage of the self-weight of the structure, called base shear index BSI so that this value can be compared across the models of different heights.

Base shear index = BSI = \(\frac{\text{Base shear}}{\text{Self weight of the structure}} \times 100\)  
(4)

**Fig. 2 EQBSI for various heights of chimney.**

The EQBSI AND VSBSI for all the five heights are plotted and its characteristics are discussed below. EQBSI for various heights is shown in the Figure 2. From this graph it is evident that up to a height of 325 m starting from 275m, there is a decline in earthquake induced base shear which goes up for the height 350 and then falls to the lowest value when the height is 400m. Chimneys with heights ranging from 325 m to 350 m are vulnerable against seismic forces especially those with elliptical cross section. VSBSI for various heights is shown in the Figure 3.

**Fig. 3 VSBSI for various heights of chimney.**

From this graph it is clear that beyond 325 m height chimneys are susceptible to vortex shedding phenomenon. Chimneys with circular cross section undergo less base shear.

**A. Joint Acceleration**

**Fig. 4 Joint acceleration graph.**

Joint accelerations vary from \(2.54 \times 10^{-2}\) m/s\(^2\) to a maximum value of \(9.58 \times 10^{-2}\) m/s\(^2\), the maximum experienced by the 275 m tall chimney with R/t ratio equal to 15. It is interesting to note that chimneys with elliptical cross section experience less accelerations compared to that with circular cross section. The joint acceleration graph for ratio R/t=15 is plotted as graph shown in Figure 4.

**B. Joint Displacement**

All the maximum joint displacements due to seismic forces are less than the codal stipulated value of 0.004H. However circular chimneys undergo higher displacement.
than the elliptical chimneys which is attributed to the higher accelerations they are subjected to by seismic forces. The joint displacement graph for ratio $R/t=15$ is plotted as graph shown in Figure 5.

![Joint displacement graph](image)

**Fig. 5 Joint displacement graph.**

V. CONCLUSION

Chimneys with circular and elliptical cross sections of five different heights viz. 275m, 300m, 325m, 350m and 400m with two different profiles in elevation – one tapering from bottom to top and the other tapering from bottom to 2/3 $H$ and straight afterwards - have been analyzed for seismic and vortex shedding effects caused by wind forces; further, analyses have been carried out for three $R/t$ ratios – 15, 20 and 25. In total 120 models have been analyzed 60 for seismic forces and 60 for vortex shedding effects. Analytical results in terms of stresses induced on the structure, earthquake base shear, joint acceleration, joint displacements and vortex shedding base shear are evaluated. The results indicate that output parameters for circular and elliptical cross-sections show significant variations. The main conclusions are enumerated below:

- Considering the base shear caused by seismic forces it is found that increase in the $\frac{R}{t}$ ratio will lead to decrease in the base shear values. Because of slenderness of chimneys of heights 275 m and above the maximum induced base shear due to seismic forces is just around 1% of the weight of the structure. The higher values are experienced by the chimneys with elliptical cross section. Chimneys with heights ranging from 325 m to 350 m are vulnerable against seismic forces especially those with elliptical cross section.

- As the heights of the chimneys are increased, vortex shedding phenomenon induces increased forces compared to that due to earthquakes.

- Joint accelerations vary from $2.54 \times 10^{-2}$ m/s$^2$ to a maximum value of $9.58 \times 10^{-2}$ m/s$^2$, the maximum experienced by the 275 m tall chimney with $R/t$ ratio equal to 15. It is interesting to note that chimneys with elliptical cross section experience less accelerations compared to that with circular cross section.

- All the maximum joint displacements due to seismic forces are less than the codal stipulated value of 0.004$H$. However circular chimneys undergo higher displacement than the elliptical chimneys which is attributed to the higher accelerations they are subjected to by seismic forces.

- The evaluation of base shear induced by vortex shedding effects caused by dynamic wind reveals that in models with uniform taper, circular cross sections suffer reduced base shear for $R/t$ values 20 and 25. For $R/t = 15$, it is higher than that of chimneys with elliptical cross section. However elliptical chimneys with taper and straight portions undergo less base shear compared with chimneys with circular cross section. Beyond 325 m height chimneys are susceptible to vortex shedding phenomenon.
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